
October 20, 2015 

By the present, we would like to show our immense 

appreciation for Lori’s services to our family.  We found it very 

challenging to find a daycare service that could accommodate our 

charged schedules as well as offer the type of personalised service 

we were looking for. We found all of that at Tante Lori’s. To us, our 

two labrador mixes Leeya and Elsa are more than just pets. They 

are our family  and we treat them with immense respect and love. 

It was important to us that they find that same treatment with their 

pet sitter. We have tried other services such as boarding and 

kennel services which could never compare. 

We knew immediately after the first few days that they had 

found it. Our two little girls would run to the car first thing 

in the morning and whine all the way to Lori’s. They knew 

her by name and were so happy to see her every time. 

These reactions and the all but wonderful interaction that 

not only our dogs had, but that we had from the initial 

meeting with Lori were of every comfort. 

Lori is a well informed and overall caring person whom 

makes our pets a priority. She makes them a part of her 

family in order to help our own. She was so understanding 

of our needs and  was very flexible. Her services are very 

affordable for the type of personal and “just like home” 

care she offers. Our girls have been regular weekly clients, and will continue to visit Lori 

as occasional clients as well. Lori made us feel like family, and always made us feel 

very confident in our choise to bring them to her. There is no other person we feel that 

can be trusted more than Lori, she is our first choice when it comes to having our pets 

cared for in our absence.  

  

 Thank you Lori, from the bottom of all our hearts!  

                  The Roberts-Da Silva Family   

 


